Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel face authentication been receiving broad attentions in biometrics-based identification scheme using the Active Appearance Model (AAM) and the and authentication research fields [1][2]. Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The proposed face
HMM states and a suitable number of observation classes to
Model (ASM) based and AAM-based are also popular in recent achieve good authentication accuracy. The experimental years. Not only a compact representation is provided for faces by results show the efficacy of the proposed method.
decoupling shapes and textures, effective tracking mechanisms are also presented for capturing the dynamics of deformable objects. Traditionally, most of previous face identification methods only I. INTRODUCTION focus on the single face image. But it is vulnerable to attacks with The rapid advance of computing power and multimedia fake or photoed face pictures. Thus, one way to resolving this technology has already enabled many images processing problem is to use the face video instead of a single image. Videoapplications. Especially, using biometric information for security based face authentication cannot only be taken as a live verification purposes is an increasing trend. Currently biometric features, to prevent fraud, but potentially it can improve the discriminability including face, speech, iris, fingerprints, and palm prints, etc., have by making use of temporal information across the video sequence.
been widely utilized for person identification or authentication.
Several video-based authentication approaches have been proposed However, when we use fingerprints and palm prints to identify a recently. The method presented in [4] proposes to use the SVM person, the direct contact of the body will easily cause a source of classifier for video-based face recognition, but it is just a simple infection of the epidemic disease. On the other hand, when the voting mechanism similar to image-based recognition with multiple instrument infected by sweat, it will also be difficult to preserve and images. of an object. The models are generated by combining a model of shape variation with a model of the texture variation in a normalized frame, and it is usually used to synthesize a complete Frames 3 image of an object or structure. The shape and the shape-free texture of a face can be extracted using the statistical appearance Fig. 2 . A 3-state left-right HMM. models, and the shape-free texture means that the texture of a face is not dependent on the shape of a face. Fig. 1 shows that each III. PRPOPOSED VIDO-BASED FACE AUTHENTIFICATION training example can be split into a set of landmark points and a shape-free texture patch. Alternatively, some methods like A. System Overview Eigenfaces or Fisherfaces are only used to extract the lower Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of our proposed face dimensional texture to interpret a face, but discarding the shape authentication system. The proposed scheme can be divided into information which is also very useful to interpret a face. two steps. First, the features are extracted by using the appearance As shown in Fig. 3 While testing the face authentication system, we need to determine a suitable threshold TH, the hidden state number S in by a number of "A A" sequences; Pi is the probability that is computed from using the "A A" sequences to test the trained IV. EXERIMENTAL RESULTS "HMM A A" model. In order to find a suitable threshold for
We constructed a database which contains 128 face sequences "HMM A A," the probabilities, PI, P2, P3, and p4 are calculated (64 training sequences and 64 test sequences) with about 4500 first. The "HMM A A" model has to accept "A A" and reject images. Totally 16 HMMs were trained for face authentication. Fig   "A_B ," "A_C," and "A_D." Thus, the threshold for "HMM A_A"
6 illustrates a few sample face images of our database which must be higher than the value log(p1) and lower than the values, involves four different persons. In the database, each person says a log(p2), log(p3), and log(p4). We can roughly separate these logsecrete sentence as the password. In our experiments, we simply probabilities into two classes. The log-probability (i.e., Pi) in the used each user's name as his own password. For example, as first class must be accepted by "HMM A_A" and the other class of shown in Fig. 4 , the face model, HNM A_A, only accepts the case log-probability values (e.g., P2, P3 and p4) must be rejected for that person A says A's password. On the other word, both person A "HMM A A." We can then compute the mean values, ,u1 and u2, of says others' passwords and other persons say A's password will get the corresponding classes, respectively. The difference between 4u1 rejected by the "UNM A_A" model. and /u2 is also calculated. In our method, 25 equally spaced We use the proposed iterative algorithm to find a suitable state thresholds are determined as shown in Fig. 5 Step 1. Set an initial state number.
the ROC curves (FAR on the horizontal axis and FRR on the vertical axis) of three methods: the proposed method, the method Step 2. Given the fixed state number, change the class number which uses the AAM shape model and HMMs, and the method and the threshold in order, and then use the training which uses the AAM texture model and HM4Ms (similar to PCA sequences to test each HNMM. We can find a best class method). Fig. 7 (a) compares the ROC curves of our proposed number according to the ROC curve, method and the other methods with the same state and class Step3. se he esut otaied n Sep asthefixd cass numbers which are optimum to the proposed method. Fig. 7(b 
